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`      The Minimum Wager 
 
_______________________________________________________
         place a small bet on your better self 

No. 1                                                                                           January 2021 
 
This bimonthly letter is addressed to those with limits on their funds and their free time who 

nevertheless want to think.  The features below, which will appear regularly, are created and 

curated by members of the Respondeo Authors’ Publishing Cooperative.  If you have 

something to contribute or want to know more about the work of the co-op, please contact us 

at our website www.Respondeobooks.com. 

 

A Legacy Passage:  2nd Choral Ode from Sophocles’ Antigone 

 

   Many are the wonders. None 

   is more wonderful than what is man. 

   This it is that crosses the sea 

   with the south winds storming and the waves swelling, 

   breaking around him in roaring surf. 

   He it is again who wears away 

   the Earth, oldest of the gods, immortal, unwearied, 

   as the ploughs wind across her from year to year 

   when he works her with the breed that comes from horses. 

 

   The tribe of the lighthearted birds he snares 

   and takes prisoner the races of savage beasts 

   and the brood of fish of the sea 

   with close-spun web of nets. 

   A cunning fellow is man.  His contrivances 

   make him master of beasts of the field 

   and those that move in the mountains. 

   So he brings the horse with the shaggy neck 

   to bend underneath the yoke; 

   and also the untamed mountain bull; 

   and speech and windswift thought 
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   and the tempers that go with city living 

   he has taught himself, and how to avoid 

   the sharp frost, when lodging is cold 

   under the open sky 

   and pelting strokes of the rain. 

   He has a way against everything, 

   and he faces nothing that is to come 

   without contrivance. 

   Only against death 

   can he call on no means of escape; 

   but escape from hopeless diseases 

   he has found in the depths of his mind. 

   With some sort of cunning, inventive 

   beyond all expectation 

   he reaches sometimes evil, 

   and sometimes good.   

 

   If he honors the laws of earth, 

   and the justice of the gods he has confirmed by oath, 

   high is his city.   No city 

   has he with whom dwells dishonor 

   prompted by recklessness. 

   He who is so, may be never 

   share my hearth! 

   May he never think my thoughts! 

 

Antigone, lines 368 to 411.  Translated by David Grene 

 

 

What Were They (the Supreme Court) Thinking?  Race and Law 

 

How should the nation’s publicly funded colleges and universities treat race in admitting 

students?  Should schools be blind to race and look only to individual measures like test 

scores?  Or should schools think in terms of affirmative action, making a point of including 

people from racial groups that have been excluded for much of American history?  Or should 

schools consider their own point of view and admit students based on their own wish for 

diversity in a student body? The United States Supreme Court (USSC) has wrestled with 
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these issues which face admissions officers every year. The most recent USSC deliberation on 

this matter took place in 2003 in the case Grutter v. Bollinger.  When a new case comes up, 

which is very likely to happen soon, the Supreme Court will be looking at Grutter and at a 

prior case that the court was interpreting, Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke (1978). This is a good 

example of how American law works, by looking at the facts and principles in older cases, 

poking and stretching them until they are made to fit a new situation that the court needs to 

decide. In thinking about what the Supreme Court is likely to do in the future on the question 

of what is fair and constitutional in considering race in school admissions, these older cases 

offer important and sometimes decisive guidance. 

 

In Grutter, a white law school applicant who had been denied admission to the University of 

Michigan Law School sued on the grounds that the law school’s consideration of race in the 

admissions process constituted racial discrimination against her, thus violating the 

Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution (the state cannot deny a person the 

equal protection of the law).  She argued that the Constitution required that schools be blind to 

race in their admissions policies. The law school admitted that it was not blind to race, 

arguing that the Constitution did not require it.  Instead, the Constitution allowed schools to 

use the admissions process to create a diverse student body in order to give all students a 

better experience. The law school also emphasized that its admissions policy was holistic in 

that it relied on many factors of which race was only one, adding that it made its admissions 

decisions on the basis of a wish to obtain a “critical mass” of minority students so that they 

would not feel isolated.   

 

The Supreme Court in Grutter was fractured by this issue of race blindness vs. affirmative 

action vs. diversity. The Justices even disagreed among themselves about how to apply the 

standard of “strict scrutiny” that the Bakke case had established must be used in these 

situations. Finally six Justices wrote separate opinions, with some Justices joining each other’s 

opinions or parts of opinions. The court reached a 5-4 decision which might be charitably 

described as precarious..  

 

Justice Thomas in his dissent from the Court’s opinion argued fiercely for race blindness, 

quoting Frederick Douglass asking for blacks to be left alone to create their own futures. 

Thomas adds that “Racial discrimination is not a permissible solution to the self-inflicted 

wounds of [an] elitist admissions policy.”  He scorned any claim that racial discrimination—

which is how he regarded the admissions policy of the law school--could pass a “strict 

scrutiny” test.  It is not a compelling state interest, he argued, to allow a school to 

discriminate by race in order to maintain its prestige. 
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Justice Scalia agreed.  With characteristically scathing language, he asserted that “the 

University of Michigan Law School’s mystical ‘critical mass’ justification for its discrimination 

by race challenges even the most gullible mind.”  Furthermore, he claimed, the so-called 

benefits of diversity in the student body are not part of a legal education and are thus not 

appropriate for a law school to offer, given the price to be paid by those discriminated 

against.  

 

Justice Kennedy in his own dissent was particularly concerned with the “strict scrutiny” 

standard that the Supreme Court uses to examine laws that depart from equal treatment of 

all. He argued that the concept of critical mass was “a delusion used by the Law School to 

mask its attempt to make race an automatic factor in most instances and to achieve numerical 

goals indistinguishable from quotas.”   Quotas are unconstitutional under Bakke, and Justice 

Kennedy saw no evidence that the law school’s admissions process, if strictly scrutinized, 

would show any individualized consideration of applicants.  

 

Then-Chief Justice Rhenquist in his dissent addressed the “strict scrutiny” standard by doing 

a careful analysis of the admissions numbers for the law school.  He concluded that the law 

school’s claim that it was admitting students to create a critical mass—a different thing, the 

law school argued, than a quota—was not supported by the facts and thus could not 

withstand scrutiny. The Chief Justice also noted that earlier cases had considered whether a 

selection program that included race was permanent or had a limited duration. If a race-

conscious program was of limited duration it might be more acceptable under the 

Constitution.  Apart from the law school’s bare assertion, there was no evidence of limited 

duration in this program.  For that reason too it failed to meet the “strict scrutiny” standard. 

 

Justice Ginsberg, concurring with the Court’s decision, took a completely different tack, more 

friendly to the law school. She wrote candidly about the need for affirmative action for a 

society in which “it remains the current reality that many minority students encounter 

markedly inadequate and unequal educational opportunities.”  Justice Ginsberg said—and 

her sadness seemed to me to come through in the text--that we can hope for, but not predict 

when, the time will come when such things are not necessary.  

 

The controlling opinion of the Supreme Court, the opinion that is the law on this matter until 

the USSC considers these questions again, was written by Justice O’Connor, and ruled in 

favor of the law school.  Justice Ginsberg with Justice Breyer joining in her concurrence, 

together with Justices Souter and Stevens filled out the majority.  Justice O’Connor cited Bakke 

for the proposition that it was allowable under the Constitution for a school to have an 

admissions policy that tried to achieve diversity in the student body.  Diversity, she argued, is 

a compelling state interest with substantial benefits. It promotes cross-racial 
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understanding, helps to break down racial stereotypes, and enables students to better 

understand persons of different races. These benefits are important and laudable because 

“classroom discussion is livelier, more spirited and simply more enlightening and interesting 

when the students have the greatest possible variety of backgrounds."   Justice O’Connor 

continued at length about how important an experience of diversity is to our society, and how 

important it is that schools prepare students for work and citizenship in this way. This is 

especially true, she noted, in schools that train the nation’s future leaders.  

 

Justice O’Connor addressed the issues raised by the dissenting Justices by stating that the law 

school had engaged in a holistic, highly individualized process for admissions that did not 

amount to a quota, as race was only one factor among many.  For that reason, the race-

conscious aspect of the admissions process was narrowly tailored to its end and passed the 

“strict scrutiny” test.    

 

The final part of Justice O’Connor’s opinion provides a basis for these matters to be brought 

once again before the Court—probably quite soon.  She noted the issue of the time element in 

race-conscious policies, agreeing with her dissenting colleagues that these policies must be of 

limited duration.  Remarking that at the time she was writing  it had been 25 years since the 

Bakke decision, she predicted that in 25 more years from her opinion in Grutter, “the use of 

racial preferences will no longer be necessary to further the interest approved today.”  

 

It has now been eighteen years since Grutter.  The only Justices remaining on the Court from 

the Grutter case are Clarence Thomas and Stephen Breyer.  Are we as a country where Justice 

O’Connor thought we would be? 

 

by Martha C. Franks  

 

 

A Scientific Note:  Two Women Discoverers of Genetic Scissors Win the 2020 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry 

 

For the first time, two women have jointly received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry (2020)—Em-

manuelle Charpentier, a French microbiologist specializing in pathogenic bacteria, and Jen-

nifer Doudna, an American biochemist working with RNA.  Their collaboration resulted in 

the discovery of a “genetic scissors,” CRISPR-Cas9, a protein complex which enables highly 

precise DNA editing. 
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Science at its most exciting is puzzle-solving, and these two women brought together their 

unique perspectives to investigate the immune system of Streptococcus bacteria, hoping to de-

velop a new antibiotic.  What they discovered instead is a molecular tool that makes it possi-

ble for the first time to re-write DNA code with exact deletions and even specific insertions at 

any chosen location. 

 

CRISPR, which stands for “Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats,” are 

part of a recently discovered bacterial immune system. Bacteria use this system to recognize 

and attack viruses. 

 

Populating the CRISPR Array 

When an individual bacterium survives infection by a virus (even bacteria have these prob-

lems) a segment of the viral DNA is archived in the bacterium’s own genome (and subse-

quently in the genome of its descendants).  This segment is called a spacer segment and is 

book-ended by CRISPR genes.  This spacer segment of archived viral DNA can be used later 

by the bacterium to destroy that same strain of virus should it invade again.  A record of viral 

invasions that the individual bacterium (and its ancestors) has survived is located on a long 

strand of its DNA punctuated by these CRISPR genes:  CRISPR-spacer-CRISPR-spacer-

CRISPR spacer CRISPR, and so on.  Associated spatially on the same strand with these 

CRISPR genes are other genes which carry the code for proteins used in the bacterial immune 

response.  These are Cas (CRISPR associated) proteins which unwind the strands of DNA 

(helicase) or cut it (nuclease). One of them, the Cas9 protein, functions like scissors for DNA. 

 

Arming the CRISPR-Cas9 Complex 

The functional CRISPR-Cas9 is a complex of a large protein molecule (Cas9) and two short 

RNA molecules. The Cas9 protein can unwind and cut DNA, but only when one of the RNAs 

binds exactly to the virus’s DNA strand. The first RNA (the spacer sequence bookended by 

CRISPRs) is the viral sequence to be targeted, called the guide RNA; the other RNA (tra-

crRNA) binds to the palindromic repeats at one end of the first (viral) RNA, stabilizing the as-

sociation of the two RNAs within the cleft of the Cas9 protein.  In the wild, the CRISPR-Cas9 

system works like this.  The CRISPR DNA gets copied (transcribed) into a long RNA strand.  

One tracrRNA molecule binds to each CRISPR segment, and one Cas9 protein binds to each 

tracrRNA-CRISPR coupling.  Then a separate protein (RNAaseIII) cuts the transcript strand at 

the CRISPR repeats, leaving each Cas9 molecule bound to a separate segment of the original 

transcript.  Each separate segment is comprised of the viral guide RNA and the CRISPR seg-

ment.  Now the activated complex latches onto a foreign DNA strand within the cell and 

glides along that DNA strand to give the target RNA an opportunity to match. Once the tar-

geted DNA sequence is found, the Cas9 protein cuts it, disabling and killing the virus. 
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The CRISPR-Cas9 Chimera 

Charpentier and Doudna created a tracrRNA-crRNA chimera, in which the small piece of tra-

crRNA previously described is structurally bound to the CRISPR palindromic repeats and 

also securely attached to the Cas9 protein. The “variable” in the chimera is the target             

sequence:  instead of the viral sequence of guide RNA, a new guide sequence can be substi-

tuted.  This allows specific gene targeting.  By changing the guide RNA to match a target of 

their choosing, researchers can use the CRISPR-Cas9 chimera as a tool to cut DNA at a precise 

location in any organism. If researchers want to insert a new gene into DNA, that new DNA 

segment is added into the mix when the Cas9 protein cuts the DNA strand, and then the cell’s 

natural DNA repair systems splice in the new piece. 

 

The CRISPR-Cas9 system can be infused into cultured cells (stem cells for example) or even 

fertilized eggs.  This makes possible the creation of transgenic animals and plants.  CRISPR-

Cas9 can also be used to target many genes at once—an advantage for researchers studying 

complex diseases caused by many genes acting together.  It is already used in basic research, 

drug development, agriculture, and even in treating human diseases.  Genetic manipulation, 

once time consuming when it was even possible at all, is now much more precise, cheaper, 

and quicker. 

 

Ethical issues arise.  For instance, where in gene therapy does one draw the line between de-

activating the BRCA gene, which gives rise to breast cancer, in a developing embryo and ge-

netically modifying embryos for the sake of eugenics?  Ethical oversight and regulations are 

already in place for humans and animals, but these will have to be re-considered in light of 

the new possibilities now facing us because of the CRISPR-Cas9 tool.  Scientifically, Charpen-

tier and Doudna have brought us to a new threshold in biology.  They have opened a door-

way into vast unexplored territory. 

 

 by Janette Fischer 

 

Announcement of Additions to Respondeo’s free Lecture and Essay 

Library:  Our first posting in the Respondeo Lecture and Essay Library, which can be 

downloaded free of charge, is John Cornell’s lecture Dante Our Contemporary: An Introduction 

to the Divine Comedy.  Mr. Cornell presents a remarkable insight into Dante’s vast intelligence, 

most especially into Dante’s sotto voce but insistent dismembering of the doctrine of Original 

Sin with all its medieval gloom-and-doom overtones.  With this guidance we can begin to 

appreciate how Dante laid the foundation for modernity.  You can find this lecture on our 

website www.respondeobooks.com. 
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ACTC Online Conferences in 2021:   Conferences in April 

The Association of Core Texts and Courses will present two online conferences in April 

2021—the first an international conference for undergraduates which will take place on April 

10th  and April 11th, and the second will be the ACTC annual conference for members during 

the week of April 12th through April 18th.  Guidelines for registration, presenting papers and 

participation  are available at ACTC’s  website www.coretexts.org. 

 

 

 

Poem:     After Noah            

 

I am the ark on high water 

    carrying a wealth I can’t put down. 

    I’m no longer a tree rooted in soil, 

I’m moving along, moving along. 

    I do not know my native land. 

 

    I am the dove flying away 

    carrying my body through the air. 

    My wings hold steady and do not tire 

    but my eyes are weak. 

    Where is my place to land? 

 

    I am the waves alongside the boat 

    the wind alongside the bird. 

    I’m moving along, moving along. 

    All my weight is turned to the search 

    everlasting and unplanned. 

 

    by Basia Miller 
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Film Review:   The Lighthouse 

 

The Lighthouse is a mystery, a drama, and a horror.  It begins with two men trapped on an 

island together until they are driven mad by their own jealousy and resentment.  As the 

mystery unfolds and the horror builds, it becomes clear that the scope of the film expands 

beyond the island on which it is set.  The film creates for us an American Prometheus and 

Proteus.  But where in previous incarnations Prometheus fetched a kind of scientific 

knowledge, he here seeks a knowledge of self. 

 

There is a moment in The Lighthouse where Robert Pattison and Willem Dafoe share a 

drunken embrace, rocking back and forth in each other’s arms.  They break apart long 

enough to look into one another’s eyes.  Pattison tilts his head as though to kiss Dafoe—at 

which point they break apart, raising their fists and pummeling each other in a drunken 

frenzy. 

 

The two men can only consciously relate to one another as competitors, and each new 

interaction offers a fresh example of one exerting power over the other.  While drunk, these 

paradigms of power slip long enough for them to reveal vulnerabilities—but only briefly 

before the familiar fight for dominance resumes. 

 

The Lighthouse, directed by Robert Eggers,  is about searching for identity within and despite 

masculinity;  the titular lighthouse is a massive phallic symbol of masculinity and hierarchy.  

The two are inextricably linked as a source of conflict both literal and figurative.  Dafoe tends 

to the lamp at the top of the lighthouse and forbids his junior colleague from ascending;  he 

asserts his dominance within this structural symbol of masculinity. 

 

This film presents an utterly engrossing drama.  But it lies closer to fantasy than to horror in 

that its supernatural creations are disgusting but rarely horrifying  So rather than designating 

it “elevated horror”, an awful phrase that does disservice to the genre it intends to occupy, I 

would suggest that it be considered as magical realism because of the way it blends the 

mundane with the fantastic. 

 

You can stream The Lighthouse for free on Amazon Prime or else rent it on most major 

platforms. 

 

by Ian MacMillan 
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Book Review:  Small Gems Recent and Remembered:  
 
An Enemy of the People by Arthur Miller  
 

It takes about three hours to read Arthur Miller’s play An Enemy of the People.  It is a searing 
experience.  
 

Miller wrote this play in 1950 as an adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s 1882 play of the same title.  
Though it retains its setting in Ibsen’s Norway of the 1880’s,  An Enemy of the People is about 
here and now--’here’ in the sense of America in 2020 convulsed with the Covid 19 pandemic, 
and ‘now ’ in the sense of a muscular American vernacular that speaks to us as if it were writ-
ten last week.  It is pitch-perfect.  
 

The play is about the bitter struggle between hard science and political power, a struggle that 
we ourselves now know first-hand.  Two brothers, one the town’s doctor and the other the 
town’s mayor, are pitted against each other when the doctor discovers that the water sup-
ply for the town’s new health spa, its only hope for prosperity, is thoroughly contaminated by 
pathogenic bacteria.  Whether the local community can face this devastating fact and put its 
economic hopes on hold, or even forgo them altogether, is what is at issue.  There are twelve 
characters in the play, and each responds to the crisis as an individual with his or her own en-
tanglements and temperament.  There is both a plainness and a richness in what Miller re-
veals (prophetically as it seems to me) in this play.  Both sides are deeply understood.  
 

In the Preface that Miller wrote for this play he states:  
 

“It is necessary that the public understand again that the stage is the place for  ideas, 
for philosophies, for the most intense discussion of man’s fate.”  
 

“The play is the story of a scientist who discovers an evil and, innocently believing that 
he has done a service to humanity, expects that he will at  least be thanked.  However, 
the town has a vested interest in the perpetuation of that evil, and his “truth,” when 
confronted with that interest, must be made to conform.  The scientist cannot change 
the truth for any reason disconnected with the evil.  He clings to the truth and suffers 
the social consequences.  At rock  bottom, then, the play is concerned with the             
inviolability of objective truth.  Or, put more dynamically, that those who attempt to 
warp the truth for ulterior  purposes must inevitably become warped and corrupted 
themselves.  This theme  is valid today, just as it will always be....”  
 

An Enemy of the People is a very good read.   It presents its central issue clearly, even 
starkly, but also how that issue plays out in complex human hearts.  You will not be done 
with this book when you have finished reading it. 
 

 by Phil LeCuyer 
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Light Touches:  On Humor 

 

My first column on humor should include, I think, the first joke I can remember.  When I was 

six or seven, my older brother asked “Have you ever seen an elephant in a cherry tree?” I 

didn’t know the difference between a cherry tree and any other tree at the time.  I was a city 

kid. My 1st grade drawings of trees had a brown trunk with a ball of green at the top. When 

my brother told the joke, I struggled to imagine a tree with cherries in it.  I tried to imagine a 

huge elephant, sitting high up in the tiny branches of a small cherry tree. “No,” I answered. 

He looked serious, even though I knew it was a joke. I waited for his response. “Good hiding 

place, isn’t it!”  It was a great joke – one of my favorites, even today. 

 

Years later a friend explained humor as the delightful surprise when the literal is taken 

figuratively or vice versa.  So, the “good hiding place” is not literal, since we don’t expect 

elephants in trees.  The specificity of a cherry tree adds to the incongruity and sets-up a very 

specific expectation.  Cherry trees are small trees, with thin branches and thousands of small, 

plain, pink or white petals, when in bloom.  The joke doesn’t work as well if we ask, “ever 

seen an elephant in a tree?”  An elephant might be narrower than the broad trunk of an 

African Baobab, and a mighty oak tree might well provide an elephant some cover. 

 

Half a century later, I was lucky enough to travel to Africa with my wife.  We spent hours 

each day riding uncomfortably in a Land Rover along deeply rutted tracks searching for wild 

animals.  We finally prevailed upon our hosts to break the rules, and allow us to get out of the 

vehicles and walk (tourists are very safe in big Land Rovers, not so much on foot, so hiking is 

prohibited).  Our guides took a few of us out on the savannah, walking single file with a 

guide in front and a guide in back, each with a rifle at the ready.  We came upon a group of 

fifteen to twenty elephants in a clearing just a hundred feet away.  They were foraging as we 

crouched down to watch these beautiful, enormous mammals; brown and grey, framed by 

the dark green foliage and the deep brown earth.  We huddled quietly, thrilled to be so close.  

Yet, within a minute or two, the largest elephant put her trunk in the air like a periscope and 

sniffed us out.  Quickly and silently these behemoths walked into the bush, camouflaged by 

the dark green foliage, the brown earth and their brown and gray bodies.  Good hiding place. 

 

by Robert Bienenfeld 
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Spread the Words: 
As an established subscriber to The Minimum Wager you can make one free one-year gift subscription 

to a person you choose.  Just go to the website www.respondeobooks.com and enter the recipient’s name 

and email address under the Contact Us tab.  We’ll take it from there. 
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